
SECOND INDEPENDENT SCHOOLS CO-ED HOCKEY TOURNAMENT   28 April 2012   played at York High School 

Boys beat Chester House of Durbanville 3-0    Man of Match : Leo Thesen 
Scorers: Tom Marrow (2); Josh Pieters (1)  Played on Astro 
Fortunately the opposition tried to stand their man and had strength in midfield, they busied themselves 
and knew some of the tricks of the trade. So it was a contest to some extent. Pom Pom was crowding his 
own man and passed at Luke’s feet instead of ahead of him in a breakaway after winning the ball. 
Eventually even Luke was misplacing and mistiming his passes to emerge without too much credit. Luckily 
Jake was absolutely determined and professional in dispossessing their raids. Leo got all his passes on 
target and made at least 5 crunching tackles that blunted them just when they could have been back in the 
game. Add to that the usual great save by Chris and a good intercept by Ben Giliomee in his first run for the 
U19 team. Ben might well be the leader of tomorrow as he believes in each member of his Ducks Eleven U 
16. This is a rare quality especially in a school that divided its players – when they existed – as the Good, the 
Bad and the Ugly. He stands for his men and they prove him right.  
Leo put in a great tackle, to Tinky,  to Josh who laid on for Tom (1-0) a classic broomstick goal. Brandon who 
had electric feet and he forced a shortie from which Josh scored (2-0). Leo put in a great smack to “Eight” 
but Pom Pom was too ‘stick in air.’ If only page one. Then Luke missed a tackle and they nearly scored but 
for Chris. Brandon was most effective with his speed over 3 metres. 
Pom Pom forced a shortie, then Caleb put in a reverse shot but the woman ref did not take to him all day so 
we did not get that shortie. Perhaps Caleb’s answer will be to develop a technique like going lower or closer 
to the ball so as to continue winning 40-60 balls. He has grown taller and needs to be more electric over 2 
metres to get closer. Jake continued to star and Caspar made a great save, but Tinky was not happy.  
Fortunately the team were not complaining at each other and trusted themselves a bit more, but change of 
play was at a minimum. Then came a classic goal. They won a 5 metre hit, but stood within 5 metres. Tinky 
took the hit to Lukje and Brandon who set it up for Tom who had been playing like the old magic.(3-0) Caleb 
and Jono put in a good movement but Caleb was blown coz the lady ref did not like thin scrawny fellows 
near a ball. We must have some problems in life. Jono worked hard, he just does look good on a ball, but is 
a team man. Chicco was a bit Chicco, but it is for the kids to HEAR and to try to implement so as to unify 
thinking on a field. 

Boys beat CBC by 6-0. Man of the Match: Josh Pama. Scorers: Caleb Bell (2); Jake Read (2); Josh Pama (1); 
Brandon Wilcocks (1). Played on York Grass. 
CBC was the school I was at from age 15 to 17, where I got 57% for Maths, then got ground to the nether 
ground and then got 82%, but it was straight book teaching and so boring and the cane was a vehicle of 
communication – so one had to be a rebel somewhere along the line. Imagine being made to learn the 
proof of Pythagoras Theorem by heart. Death to the Greek, whom I only appreciated later. Anyway, they 
moved from Green Point to Table View and now have boys and girls. Unfortunately they weren’t strong but 
they were honest, clean. Their weakness begged the question asked by the boys why we could not play in 
the tournament that York play in annually. Good question. Some might say that each year one might be 
strong but that’s the fear of defeat syndrome again. If we build on the attitude of young Ben Giliomee of 
believing in each player (like Father Flanagan saying there is no such thing as a bad boy) – we should say 
‘there is no such thing as a bad player, especially if he wants to play. The decent kids play hockey, so why 
do we punish them and pressurise them to fulfil our egos? That’s why it was nice seeing Chicco give each   
guy a chance, and not just because Suzi was there. Actually Chicco let the players think for themselves. 
Consequently there was a lot of inventive play including a beautiful 4 man across the field move.  
Caleb was on a high. This was a Messi- (not messy) performance by him. What he touched – Midas like 
turned to gold, so the kids all called for him to be Man of the Match. But Chicco said: “Do that on astro and 
wow!” so Pom Pom got the vote coz he tried to listen and not just tell Chicco that Chicco was wrong.. 
Chicco did not Chicco, and the guys responded intelligently, especially Messi and Pom Pom. 
Caleb fed Pom Pom a shortie, then Pom Pom to Brandon to Caleb who scored in the corner (1-0). The Messi 
show continued as Luke missed from in front, and then Caleb, to Josh for Jake to score (2-0). We forced 
oodles of shorties mostly through Messi. Then from our D, Caleb fed Brandon, clever layoff to Pom Pom to 
Caleb to make the half time (3-0). Josh and Tom missed narrowly. Then Josh hit the pads from a shortie & 
Jake scored after a scratchy melee.(4-0). The guys were trying to lay passes instead of slamming through 
pads (except for “CJS” Josh – this is a clue to Di - however he was physically strong, so that’s okay. Chris & 
Caleb put in a good raid with Chris now in midfield and very effective.  



Brandon scored from the resulting corner fed by Jake (5-0). Then Caleb put in another raid to Brandon, 
another clever unselfish pass for Pom Pom to score the 6th (6-0). Jono came close and our Messi hit a great 
shot over the post twice. He could do nothing wrong, even the lady umpire who was his enemy gave him 
the advantage each time. On time Caleb missed on the line. Stephen needs to play a good one soon to 
restore his confidence- as does Tinky, but Jake was the tower of strength with Chris at midfield. At least our 
play did not go downhill, but it was like playing Marshmallows – nice kids, but too soft in competing. 

Game 3 : Oakhill beat St Dunstans 3 – 0. Man of the Match: Caleb Bell & Chris Marrow. Scorers: Josh 
Pama; Josh Pieters; Tom Marrow. St Dunstans started off with determination dribbling down the inner 
channels where Luke’s tackling was exposed, but great anticipation by Leo & ever more mature Jake 
neutralised them. The officials stupidly reduced the game to 18 minutes a half. It was actually quite a good 
spectacle. Our first job was to break them. For 5 solid minutes they raided, but could not get in a shot at a 
focused Caspar. Then we started to play to our right – at last, and hey presto the chess game improved. Our 
first attack after 5 minutes was a great build from Pom Pom, Tom, Caleb, Luke who forced the shortie. . Leo 
& Jake kept up their heroics and from a clearance Luke fed Caleb who took it up, to Chris to Caleb to Luke 
for Pom Pom to score (1-0). Josh started to put in dangerous runs down the left, which was their weakness. 
By half time, we had broken their play and our short passes were working. Josh and Luke struggled a bit, 
Twice Caleb intercepted with his long reach for the keeper to save. As  from an umpteenth broomstick 
move Tom scored the third. (3-0). The nice thing is that there was no stress. We agreed that if a guy did not 
respond to a bench call, he was to stay in the game and try to be intelligent. Stephen had one such moment 
that made Tom’s goal. Players thought for themselves, but it is a narrow divide when you think for yourself 
versus when you play for yourself. But we came close to Barcelona and their many passes. Caleb was Man 
of Match because he brought a lot of the grass magic with him and was a potent force near the circle. Chris 
shared the honour because of a number of consistent games with great covering. The team felt that they 
had played for each other, and did not drop their quality of play, though they would have preferred bigger 
opponents. That night they all went to movies, and started missing their Mommies. 

Game 4: Oakhill 8 - St Georges 0     Man of the Match: Jake Read  Scorers; Josh Pieters (4); Jake Read (1); 
Chris Marrow;(2) Tom Marrow (1). 
St Georges was started by Bishop Gray in about 1853, to be superceded by Bishops as the main private 
school in Cape Town. They are obviously new to hockey, but they were out warming up 80 minutes before 
the game to focus on killing our game and scoring one lucky runaway – an attitude that all underdogs are 
entitled to take. We sedentarily waltzed along for a less than 20 minute warm up, immediately conveying 
the idea of the bully in the play park, who has to just terrorise newcomers, and carry on like that until a 
photo of 40 years on will show the bully as a degenerate and the nerd as a director of companies. So the 
fact that we were only 2-0 up at half time and that the stress re-appeared. 
Obviously they were incredibly weak, so all they had to do was to destroy. Each of the Marrows were too 
tight handed in the circle so they could not wrong foot the keeper. We were getting 2 different types of 
balls into their circle, long hits by Josh that nobody could pick up, and raids by right wing Caleb dribbling for 
a shortie. Of the 8 shorties in the first half, Jake scrambled the byplay of one (1-0). Luke was not pacing his 
pass well but he was able to get onto a dropped pass by Caleb to score (2-0). They broke through alone 
once but were let down by poor control. Pom Pom was focusing and playing well especially in overlapping. 
Jono who was far too tight with his right hand. Neither he nor Luke would like to recall this game for the 
adoring grandchildren. Caleb continued on his new lease of life and his dribbles forced all sorts of shorties. 
We literally spent the second half taking shorties. Caleb had 4 reverse stick shots – 2 saved and 2 botched. 
Brandon was a bit watchy. Stephen tried to be creative and is getting closer to where he should be. The 
game came right for us when Chris went up front to support Caleb. The extra competitiveness and 
nippiness clinched the game. Tom scored after play by Caleb and Pom Pom, and Josh got 3 successive drag 
flicks – 4 shorties scored from 18. In the last minute Chris had to hide his face as he was credited with our 
8th goal. Ben and Greg Cuthbert came on for 13 minutes, with Greg showing control when Chicco gave an 
instruction that Greg could not translate. He controlled the situation, put in a through pass that gave the 
goal of Thomas. The last 5 goals came in that closing session. 
There can only be one winner in a game like this – the opposition. So it is a challenge to dominate those 
that are not too skilled, by better skill. Caleb found the answer to his problem, Chris is going low and 
strong, but Luke is taking too long in options and Jono too stiff handed. Pom Pom has improved after 
listening to criticism. Caleb is coming right after being blown up the day before. 



It is sad to think how strong the Roman Empire used to be, and how imperious the British Empire used to 
be. How strong really are Oakhill? Just because we got bully scores of 3-0, 6-0, 3-0, 8-0 – does to play. 
It is not your fault that the game was low profile, but don’t key that you are that better kid. So work 
together and go forward. 

Game 5: Oakhill Boys beat Canon Creek by 7-1 on grass. Man of Match: Jono van der Merwe.Scorers:  Josh 
Pieters (2): Caleb Bell (2), Chris Marrow (1); Tom Marrow (1); Josh Pama (1) 
This game on grass could also have been the game in the tournament destined to be the spirit breaker. 
Instead we got in 3 early goals that took the stress off. In the first minute Tom played to Brandon on the P-
spot, and the latter hit fresh air. Luke played to overlapping Josh Pieters who mercilessly drove through 
their defence (1-0). Then Caleb got into the act with that strange interception lunge. Caleb to Tom to Caleb  
to Jake to Jono back to Caleb who slid the ball under the keeper (2-0). Then Josh raiding laid it inside for 
Caleb to lunge in (3-0).  Some more magic, Jake strong in defence to Caleb to Jake and on to Chris at the far 
post (4-0). A careless covering cost us a shortie that they scored on half time ruining Caspar’s clean sheet. 
Caspar is hurting himself at warm-ups with kickers that need replacing. Don’t take a chance Caspar. Change 
them today! It is your feet that are taking the pounding. Pom Pom and Jono were improving trying to be 
more calm. Pom Pom forced a shortie that came to Pom Pom who chose his spot ((5-1); Caleb on to 
Brandon, shortie, Josh scored off a deflection. Then another great move Jake and Caleb through the middle, 
to Tom who scored on the second attempt (7-1). Caleb nearly scored in the last minute and Stephen came 
within a whisker. The opponents are from a school in Pinelands, were well mannered, but would have been 
at the level of Wittedrift, some good and some inexperienced players. Caspar must sort out those pads and 
he cannot go through life with foot injuries. Canon Creek is a private school in Pinelands. Most of Pinelands 
pupils are coming from the Athlone, Thornton suburbs, so Canon Creek is filling up as are all Cape Town 
private schools. One never knows when these schools would aspire to get astro, but they should aspire. I 
don’t know why Bridgehouse, Somerset & Reddam did not come to the Tournament or what their astro 
aspirations are or how they would have fared. 

Game 6 : Oakhill Boys beat Elkanah by 6-0. Man of Match : Tom Marrow & Chris Marrow. Scorers: Chris 
Marrow (4 field goals), Josh Pieters (2).;  
It is very rare that a player score 4 field goals. That bit of destiny fell the way of Chris Marrow who dived in 
to the keepers pads as if he was a vacuum cleaner. Where others would watch and hope that the ball fell 
right, Chris dives in to make it happen. He could have had more but Chicco very decently wanted to give 
everyone a run-in for developmental purposes. Elkanah hardly built a move. They were very decent kids – 
one even came up afterwards and said:” It has been one of my highest pleasures to be able to play against 
such a great team.” Prophets are not appreciated in their own country. Any and every one of you has a 
horde of technical and strategy errors – but that is not the view of one of your age.  
Okay, playing in the Men’s League and having the ascendancy of Leo, Josh, Jake and Caspar is a big  
contributor. But more than that is the increasing vision to try to make the game for each other and to slip 
those vital passes that we were still tardy about. Chris forced a shortie, but Tinky picked up off the pads and 
dropped to Josh (1-0). On his first touch Caleb fed Tom who fed Chris (2-0). They were being outplayed, but 
Josh did not use the short ball. Jake fed Caleb a great ball, on to Chris who came close, but Chris continued 
his dominance in scoring from a narrow angle (3-0). Then the unselfish Brandon laid on for Chris (4-0). Tom 
forced a shortie just before half time and Josh dragged the 5th goal. Chris and Caleb combined for Tom to 
miss up front. Luke forced a shortie, and then for the first time in the game there was a genuine change of 
play, Caleb laced through to Chris for his 4th (6-0). Even Stephen got into the circle and put in a great shot 
from play by Tinky who also put Tom in possession for another miss on the line. 
It was one way traffic. 
Whatever benefits accrue from the Tournament, there is only one message – that schools need Astro 
facilities, else they get nowhere. Our little ex-tennis court has made Oakhill, but the whole of the stompie 
top field should be an astro as the College kids get nothing out of going to Loerie Park on a Thursday. 
The other schools would be stimulated by the visit, and could improve – but they have a long way to go 
before they compete at the top. We have competed against the top, from 1998 – but when we do that 
again? This term we are not even competing with any of the SWD league teams especially at the Under 
ages.. We do need more regular good games. 
Less kids are playing hockey, fewer kids are aspiring to play for SWD. So whereas we win at the moment we 
must win in the long run. 



CHICCO 
The kids were lucky in the fact that Chicco has allowed himself to develop and for you guys to develop – 
and he is not being imperious as he so easily could be. He is a perfectionist and has to make his demands. 
Fortunately you kids like Chicco and respect him, but you must go further. You cannot go from week to 
week missing the same type of balls and making the 4 mistakes you do because your grip is too right 
handed, or because your body posture is too high.  
We have agreed that if a guy is in a play and Chicco chirps an instruction and by the time you register the 
gap has closed then you must play in the situation you find yourself in – but stop to think of the other 
option after the event. What you put together on a field should be the result of your thinking or else it is 
pointless playing. But it should not be selfish and hence a coach. It is the same with your Mathematics. You 
should not just be a dodo going from page to page in a textbook. Maths should be the product of your 
thinking and you can be proud and even selfish. It is simply a tool that you can use to become a thinker and 
not another dodo.  
You should not abuse good opportunity. As my mother said: “You don’t miss the water until the well runs 
dry.” Though it’s not nice to come off to give others a break through. We have not had that culture and 
many of you know what it is like to have bile and not blood run through your shoulders and eat you. 
Pluses & Minuses 
I will record some pluses and minuses so that you can prove me wrong and hence be better. It you are 
jealous of a characteristic of someone else, then be jealous as you then will open the door to become like 
that. They might be jealous of you. 
Caspar had little to do. His attitude is right , His kickers are dangerous to him, and he could pick up lasting 
injuries. All he needs and what his non-existent successor needs is decent kickers that can handle Men’s 
League. It’s easy if It’s not our toes and insteps that can be damaged – but we must not expose a kid. He 
has obviously got bored doing literally nothing in 7 games. 
Stephen has not made peace fully. He has a brain, but ALL of his errors come from that tighter exclusive 
right hand dominance that makes him scratch, stab swish and not time his tackle instead of controlling a 
balanced grip. He feels the pain of the bad days when he comes short, but if he worked on avoiding that 
tight right hand, things will change, and his value will be appreciated. 
Jake is a supreme master – my man of the tournament, at his best in front sweep, and resolute in tackling. 
He says nothing but surely must inspire the younger players who should be jealous of that tackling ability. 
Note that he gets real low. He actually wins that ball. The only other one in the team to win the resisted 
tackle is Leo. Remember those drills we did at U14 level and that Tinky regards as too boring.  
Leo shines in the real tough games and is scared of nobody. He just gets a blind spot in distribution and this 
creates scary interceptions against us. The team is lucky having a guy like Leo who never stresses others. 
That is a characteristic of the cucumber sandwich eating upper echelon – it’s called ‘dignity’. Maybe if he 
got a sheep shearer in, he would see the number of times he passes to the opponents. 
Tinky was the absolute midfield control in Spain, controlling his players and covering territory. In this week, 
he has not shone, getting the pacing and placing of passes wrong. I think he got caught in that vortex when 
every pass had to be back through the ‘umbrella’ so if he gets the ball, he is hesitating and so the gaps 
ahead close. He won’t concede this so he needs a video cutting to show. He also seems at his best 
alongside Caleb, but what will one breakdown or clearance mean? He needs to think and aspire to be the 
kingmaker, the game player, the midfield general. He should do less on the computer and build up his body 
strength so that he could play as a double front sweep with Jake, rather than be lost. When pushing a pass 
don’t fall backwards and upwards. Is playing 2 front sweeps the answer. But to what extent must a team be 
adjusted to suit individuals. Some coaches do that, some don’t. Alex Ferguson is one. 
Josh Pieters: One can’t criticise a guy who likes to score and take the laurel leaf. His physical strength in the 
one to one is overwhelming. The pace with which he does things suits Athe but does not fully fit our 
playmakers who get excluded. His raiding down the right wing is potent, if he knew how to lay on a goal for 
someone else. His short corners are compelling and he is a very decent captain wanting the best for the 
younger players. It’s hard to shout the odds when Chicco gets excited, but get inside them and build them 
up. If one accepts the warts, Josh has a helluva lot going for him. A medical researcher will probably find 
that he is partially deaf. He goes deaf when he gets a ball. 
Brandon : Very happy, uncomplicated nimble helpful guy who passes and has no selfishness in him. His 
electric speed especially over 3 paces  enables him to win in many situations. Easy to play with. 



Caleb is beginning to break through but is probably at only 15%   to 25% of the way. Others don’t know his 
style so when he plays wide he hugs the line and never gets passes. From the 25 to the circle he is potent 
with that dribble and ability to force shorties, He is great at reaching 30 / 70 balls (chameleon’s tongue). He 
is taller than he was so should go lower and stronger if challenged. What role exactly does he play if not in 
the Playmaker position? Jamie Dwyer? He is not good at getting others to respond to his calling. On the way 
up, with the rarest gift of all that could transform hockey if he did develop and if coaches built on it. 
Chris A month ago the fear with Chris was his physical tackling that could be yellow carded. Thanks to 
Chicco he is a much-improved right and left back and sometime upfront guy. But his heart is immense, 
Develop your control with the left hand, Don’t become a Schalk Burger.  Great spirit. Sadly every now and 
then there is gaffe (tight right hand) and he does not like playing “Hangman”. Fight back. 
Tom is such a happy guy who never carps his teammates. He does great work getting back into midfield, 
But he still hides too much, If only he could control a ball with his left hand he would be Ronaldo class. 
Though he scores many great goals, and moves round  a ball well, he owes it to himself to strengthen his 
left hand. Should also be prepared to run out wide to the right when an attack is building if need be. 
Greg: Because he is so phlegmatic and cool, Greg does not get rattled like Nicholas would. His technique is 
excellent, and has the ability to keep the stick between the ball and the goals. He has not been fully tested 
about defence in the circle but in younger games has proved to be in the class of Dean McKenzie here.  The 
future could be built around guys like Caleb, Chris and Greg, with the mentality of Ben. 
Ben Though Ben’s technique is hampered by his inability to go low like Jake and Leo   But the time has 
come for him to realise this and finally realise why PeeBee nags. But Ben has something that no adult has 
and very few kids have, and that is the belief in his peers, even if they are the Ducks Eleven. He can get 
marble out of clay. Because he is an unselfish player, he is an asset. He is still at the age of being nervous of 
someone instructing while he has the ball, so thicken your skin, work at technique and keep believing in 
others so that the School is forced to change the mentality it has had to peripheral players for just too long. 
Our future does not depend on great players coming in, but in Ducks Eleven becoming Ben’s XXII and 
playing with the desire to be believed. 
Pom Pom. Pom Pom can at times be an affliction when he tries to justify himself or when he holds the stick 
too high in his right hand. But in this tournament he tried to remedy both afflictions and became an 
effective player, and challenged as Man of the Match on 3 occasions. He is improving on taking the ball 
behind the defence. So keep building, and work at those things you get blown up for. In the last game he 
went backwards, so just get into the Humility starting block, and then you are away. 
Jono. Only Chris has a bigger heart than Jono. It is just a pity that he cannot get his grip right. He works so 
hard, His speed is so effective. He gets blown in tackles because of the crab approach. Try to look at a 
video. If you looked good on a field, it would be because you have the perfect grip. He also does not 
alienate others who respect him. He is one of the guys who could have given up for no fault of their own. 
Jono and the crab he holds in his hands are ugly. But if he got rid of the crab, and used the stick as a 
paintbrush, then we would smile. 

Game 7: Oakhill vs Glenwood  on Astro.  Man of the Match:  Josh Pieters   Scorers:  Josh Pieters (2); Caleb 
Bell (1); Tom Marrow (1) 18 minutes a half on Astro 
Glenwood have a good coach who seems to be getting them out of the wham-slam habit – at least they did 
not overdo it today. Tom twice poked at balls with his right hand to lose vital control; Josh played a great 
ball to Chris who lost control. Caleb forced a shortie that was saved. We were passing terribly mostly 
because we stood static with stick in air. Leo made a ghastly error but Chris saved. Pom Pom picked up a 
good pass from Tom and got a corner from which Josh scored (1-0). We were lacking dynamics and 
dynamite. Pom Pom was missing too many easy passes with a non-existent stick. Chris fed a great ball to 
Josh and as he was about to get the certain goal, he got a shortie. Tom scored when the ball crept under 
the keeper (2-0). In the second half there was a possibility of play improving as Caleb started to get in gear. 
Jake to Greg to Caleb to Josh, who went round the keeper to nudge in when passing was easier (3-0). Jono 
missed yet another broomstick when well placed. We needed a lift and it came when Josh moved up and 
Caleb found him almost every time. Caleb fed Josh who shot. With the ball coming off the pads Caleb 
calmly “Messied” it over the falling keeper. Class. Stephen was playing better but even he struggled to 
control the ball – that stiff right hand.  
We had again done what we had to do. We weren’t picking on each other, but we seemed short of 
personality. Perhaps all the technical errors stressed Chicco – which they would have done. 



I got home to see the last picture that Jean Harlow (born 1911 died 1937) made before dying of kidney 
problems and having made over 23 movies in 7 years. She was the original “Platinum Blond”, very good 
looking, thrice married, but not necessarily the nicest voice. To finish the movie they used 3 stand-byes, 
depending on close-up, normal or far away. Obviously there was dubbing and voice and lips did not always 
synchronise. Again think – when you are taught subjects – for instance like Mathematics, or you are playing 
hockey, are you just a replicator, saying the lines you were told to ‘remember’ or doing the deeds dictated? 
Life must be more. When you develop your thinking or develop your sports career you should be the 
thinker in the process. By SUBLIMATING over ground level, you can raise the game, so that a coach sits back 
and enjoys – even if he/she thinks it comes from the bench. Nothing is greater than the individual emerging 
to be in control of his life – be it work or play or teeny bopper love. Why was Josh Pieters the Man of the 
Match? Simply because the game needed a physical presence to break their back line-up. Fed oodles of 
through balls by Caleb, he responded. Tom had been too difficult to find, as he hides from even his own. 

So what do you take away? Messi, Barcelona, using the little ball for others. Working at technical 
weaknesses like ballet dancers do. Play to and for each other. You will forget the sores but you won’t forget 
each other. 

SWD Those entering SWD trials must be a tribute to themselves & their parents. 
To cover ASTRO fees bring R25 in an envelope with your name and your school written on the envelope. 

GET FIT..    RUN …  PRACTICE LEFT HAND CONTROL …. SAY THANKS TO CHICCO. 

Vanessa is back, looking slim. She was in Adelaide in Australia. I asked her to get a Henscke Hill 

of Grace. She went to the farm, tasted it, went googoo and brought me the pamphlets coz it was 

over 600 Australian dollars. Thanks Vanessa – had it been 300 you would have got it! 

PREVIOUS GAMES (The previous day to the next report, York beat Outeniqua by 2-1) 

26th April 2012   Oakhill beat Outeniqua 4-1 on Outeniqua Astro  35 minutes a half. 
Man of Match: Greg Cuthbert from Chris Marrow.  

In a strange term where all other schools will be going into next week’s trials with a few games behind their 
backs against other schools, somehow Oakhill has been given 5 byes in arrow. This affects the Under 14 and 
the Under 16 and luckily the Under 19 have the Mens League. This was a Mens League game, played 2 days 
before the Private School Tournament so 13 guys had a run, with Tinky Bell absent – doing his driving 
licence. There is no truth in the rumour that he had to sit on 4 cushions! 
Outeniqua are so lucky they have an astro. They had 2 or three guys absent but they were still a young 
team not yet refined in the strategies to use on astro. They have a brilliant fellow Darren Kampher, who 
was going to go to Paul Roos. He is still first year Under 16, and I forecast Outeniqua will win our annual 
matches till 2016 because of him and his influence. 
Their team missed open chances due to clumsy technique, so though they played badly in places, we came 
close to being very poor. 
There seems to be 2 different paces in the game – through circumstance. Athe is so fast, so competitive 
that Josh tends to slam balls at Athe, who often misses despite being in possession. Sometimes the defence 
errs and we get shorties and sometimes Athe does score. But then there is the other pace – of ballplayers 
like Greg Cuthbert (Man of the Match for his work and technique in the circle in defence, and Caleb who 
had a pained stomach and should have used the bench. He was thrown off by a tackle that looked like  a 
professional foul.  The team missed Luke with his calling and strategic passing. Chris once again carried 
injuries in the cause of the team and tried to use the ball well. 
The guys seem so stressed with Stephen upset by Caspar’s coaching, but keepers are reprimanded if they 
don’t control their defence. Keepers need someone on the far dropping behind the keeper to cover the line 
because it is a goal if the ball goes over the goalline, but then this guy must call on his swivelling midfield 
player to pick up whoever is in the circle. If you watch England or even Australia or Holland play they always 
have a sweeper, they always have a far side back, but it need not be the same guy. If this guy runs across to 
save a situation as right back Greg did to cut our  their right wing, then that is ‘reading the game.’ If you 
have a ball on the sideline, you don’t have to pass it to the loudest noise. Often a bench sees more than you 
see, but if you delay your response, then that chance closes and you may have to think an option for 
yourself. Somebody must take ownership. Take ownership of your own game and express yourself so that 



others LOVE playing with you. This is why Chris is so dynamic. 
It is not a good sign of a teacher to tell you exactly what you must do at every moment, so that you no 
longer think for yourself. You pay big money to be able to think for yourself. None of you go on the field so 
as to mess up things. So change your attitude. Don’t carp, don’t be unhappy. You like your peers on the 
field. Pass to them, build up moves, sweat for each other, and if you have to use your creative  abilities you 
may change the destiny of the game. Let any victory be because of the intelligence you put in and the 
support you give each other. Create magic moments that lifts the game of others.   
We were in real low gear until James played to Pom Pom who dipped to Athe who angrily chopped it past 
their inexperienced keeper (1-0). Tom was sticking to the hideaway channel and this meant Athe had to do 
all the cross running. Caleb fed Athe and in the skirmish we got a penalty flick that Josh scored (2-1). 
Then our play went ugly when Chris went off injured after making a great save. We were raw.and they put 
in 2 moves that deserved goals, before they succeeded by playing together. (2-1). In the second half Caspar 
made 2 good saves. 
Josh passed to Tom out left, who finished off as the keeper had the wrong angle (3-1) but they just did not 
have big enough bodies to win critical ball. Jake scored off a short corner rebound that irritated their 
keeper, Brandon had a run – a good team man, but a bit blunt by sitting on a bike too long. Pom Pom 
played better and tried to use the ball but he was easily dispossessed in the circle by being erect. Josh 
Pieters had  a reversion, that one hopes he is professional enough to put behind him. Caleb looked 
indisposed, often going for nudges that did not work, but he still created the dangerous raid on the circle 
getting shorties. Greg was not just a new little boy pleasing the coach. He got stuck into tough tackles, Leo 
improved his performances with only 2 errant passes and Stephen looked a bit more comfortable.  
It was not a game one would dream about all night. You Came, You Saw, You Conquered but it wont hang 
in a Picasso Museum. At least it was a game and it was on Astro. 
That’s more than the Under 14 and Under 16 will get this term. So smile and become the Solver of the 
Problems , not the Cause. – even if it is your own problems. PeeBee 

SATURDAY    21st APRIL 2012            OAKHILL vs GLENWOOD     &   MENS LEAGUE vs QUARRY 

The Under 14 vs Glenwood (lost 0-4) 
There seems to be a full squad, circa 15 at an age that Oakhill last had when the present Matrics were in 
Grade 8 (in 2008). Since then it has been a case of starting from scratch – scratch – scratch and staying at 
scratch. Glenwood had three very competitive guys down the middle of the park and this gave them the 
advantage. Our balls skills were a bit one dimensional – not being able to beat an opponent on either side, 
so most passes went right to left onto Glenwood sticks. The goalkeeper Chris Watson looks like one who 
can be developed, and then there is the inimitable Stephen Henderson who was the only one capable of 
breaking their raids and their long ball. We had bad luck when Stephen should have got a shortie for his 
stick being hooked, but as he came away and was about to shoot, the whistle went for a shortie. Thank you 
fine engineer. Harry Maarsingh’s boet got hurt and in the substitution chaos they hit upfield and scored for 
a 0-1 score at half time. I did not see the second half, with the final score being 0-4 to Glenwood. The good 
thing is that all 15 had a bit of a run. 
The Under 16 vs Glenwood (won 3-1) 
There is a dearth of players – just too many go home to play computer games in the afternoons. Besides 
Chris (who now imagines he is John Smit) and Caleb – both of whom play First XI, the squad reads Ben 
Giliomee, Nick Cuthbert, Leon Martin (“Noodles”); Luke Mincione (“Mincemeat”); Josh McCaw (who thinks 
he is Bryan Habana);Andrew Vedder (who has removed his puppy fat). After that players must be invented, 
conceived or printed. So in the impossibility of it all, Ben stood up and got Nathi and Liam Botha to play, 
added to which was 3 under 14 in Stephen Campbell, Jake Turner and Nick. Charlie Fulford arrived but was 
feeling ill. So The Ducks Eleven took the field, awaiting disaster. 
But they had Ben as squad leader. He convinced PeeBee that what was considered as flotsam and jetsam 
were rather, as Thomas Grey in Elegy in a Country Churchyard – “Full many a gem of purest ray serene, the 
dark, unfathomed depths of ocean bear. Full many a flower was born to blush unseen and waste its 
sweetness on the desert air.” Well done Ben for having faith in The Duck’s Eleven. We were lucky that 
Caleb made himself available without any song and dance. His magic kept us on attack. 
The strength of the team was the excellent positioning and stopping of their long slams by Stephen, Ben 
and Greg. Each one of these used little passes to Caleb , or nice line passes up the right wing. 



We went into an early lead after great control by Josh, Nati and Caleb who laid it on for Liam (1-0). A great 
lead up and finish. Jake, Liam and Nati each missed open goals. From a shortie, Caleb fed Greg who 
whacked in (2-0). Stephen put in a great run. Caleb forced 7 shorties in the second half, scoring from one, 
but having it disallowed. He then fed Jake who made it 3-0, but poor control by Nati and Nick let them get 
one back. Final Score 3-1. Man of the Match was Ben for his leadership on and off the field and the way he 
fed his clearances. Mincemeat had hoped to be Man of The Match. At halftime, the natural thinker 
wondered how he could become Man of the Match as he had not touched the ball. So in the second half, 
he obligingly failed to touch their only raid. Noodles, Josh and Nati need to strengthen their challenges in a 
circle. Well done, Ducks Eleven. Andrew said that he would buy a cooldrink for each player, but with 5 
minutes to go, he was injured, went for ice and hibernated. Man of Match = Ben 
Under 19 vs Glenwood (won 6-2) 
Sixteen shortcorners to 2, but we only got the 3rd of our goals on our 13th, when the score stood at 2-2. Sure 
the grass field played a role, but both teams played on grass. Glenwood were their own big enemy by 
continuing the huge wham, slam, bam tactics without a care as to whether the ball caught a bus to Knysna 
or buried itself in a set of shins. It fits into the “God Save Our Cause” bravado, but it prevents the game 
from becoming an Art. 
We too are stuck between being tradesmen or artists. Playing at variable speeds – does one match them, or 
play short ball to each other. Too many guys are playing as if they are scared to make a mistake and thus 
they oblige. Tight right hand grips and sticks in the air, make it difficult to be dexterous, so balls are easily 
lost. Just charging upfield to keep up with Athe means that there is little lead-up for that final elusive pass – 
until the middle of the second half when the two Bells operated in centre field, with Luke ending strongly.  
Their keeper saves 4 shorties with straight whams by Josh. Stephen mistimed a pass. They ran through to 
beat Caspar (0-1). We played absolutely nothing to the right. Playing a man so wide was a waste of human 
material. Why must he mark the opposition when he is better than them? Barcelona have the right idea – 
little touches, lots of movement. By half time we had 13 shorties, and on the 8th tried  a variation where Leo 
laid it on for Josh (1-1), and to force shorties. Caspar made another save from a runaway raid. Then Caleb 
weaved through to force a shortie that Josh scored to give us  a 2-1 half time lead. Josh raided but instead 
of slipping back, took a shot that was saved. The rebound went downfield. Caspar took the lone raider out 
and they equalised with the penalty flick (2-2). Jake was struggling but he fed Luke at a critical time, for wee 
Luke to score in the top corner (3-2). The rest of the game belonged to Luke who had Caleb with him for 15 
minutes giving those little passes. Chris was gaining in confidence and was the only one really using the ball 
and not losing it. He would have been my Man of the Match as things have not been going his way. Luke 
fed Caleb twice and twice the latter went backhand, one a great save and the other a great goal (4-2). Then 
Luke fed Athe in the circle (5-2) and forced a shortie for Josh to score (6-2). Jono is less tense and is 
obviously working on his technique. Leo is strong enough but both he and Luke and also Jake should look to 
make little square or through passes that split and turn defences. Caleb must build those muscles as bigger 
players will try to take him out when they see he wins balls against the odds.. Tom and Athe lose so much 
advantage by having the stick a bit too right handed and airborn even though there is improvement. This is 
PomPom’s huge weakness. He does all the work but does not win 50-50 balls.  
Stephen needs his confidence, and a situation must be created where he can smile and enjoy. 

Oakhill lose 1-4 to GEORGE MENS TEAM QUARRY – floodlights 20th April 2012 
This game has one great advantage – the discovery of Greg Cuthbert. Greg is one of those rare defenders, 
the crook of whose stick is between the ball and his own goals. He has an impish sense of humour, where 
he loves to be one up on the opposition, or the waves. He came on at halftime by default because Chris was 
having his hand bandaged. And he stayed on, by merit. Quarry are supposedly the best team in the SWD, 
but not on this showing. Two of their midfielders were far too physical and wanted to slam balls at the 
youngsters coming near them. It ruined the play of their own team. Josh fed Leo who laid on a perfectly 
weighted pass to Tom who put us ahead in the 3rd minute. Both teams were erring and either side could 
have scored next. Josh and Leo both passed across their goals, Chris saved off the pads, Athe and Tom 
missed half chances. Josh deflected a long ball to them to equalise the score (1-1).Caspar made a ghastly 
error when he kicked a clearance right to their guy. Pom Pom went into a tackle one handed when they 
went on a breakaway instead of slowing the down.(1-3)  In the second half, we improved in trying to use 
the ball. In the first half, nothing but nothing went to the right. People hang out wide and thius get out of 
the game. Jamey Dwyer does not get stuck on the sideline. He runs 45 and he uses the line as a parking 



zone when his team is clearing. Luke fed Jono, then Josh to force shorties. We scored an absolute certain 
goal, that went in off the guys shinpad (P-flick if not  a goal). But in a travesty of justice the goal, having 
been given was overruled. It could have been a reaction to Chelsea’s second against Tottenham Hotspur. 
The score would have been 2-3 and counting. Athe missed a rebound, Their keeper was coming off his line 
and smothered at least 4 raids. Taking on  a keeper is an art. If we had a man with Athe’s speed and Caleb’s 
skills and Leo’s body, we could be world champs. Greg was getting ball, keeping cool and as the second half 
went on, showed the back defenders how to get the ball going forward, From a great pass by Stephen, Tom 
raided and put in  a Messi-like flick with goal written all over but their keeper saved. And he saved from 
Jono, and twice from Caleb put through by Luke, one moving being a promise of things to come. Jake was 
under immense pressure. They scored a fourth , a rather poop goal against the run of play, the ball going 
through Caspar’s legs,. 

SWD SELECTIONS 
At Under 18 : Luke Bell, Leo Thesen, Jake Read, Tom Marrow are seeking selection. Each played SWD U16A, 
with Leo and Jake U18A last year. 
At Under 16: . Caleb Bell & Chris Marrow played SWD 16A last year and Greg Cuthbert played  SWD 14A. 
Ben Giliomee and Josh McCaw played SWD U14, and Leon Martin is new to provincial status.  

SOCCER TECHNOLOGY: They want a technology whereby the ref can be told in his handset IMMEDIATELY 
that it was a goal. Eight systems were tried – 2 remain. One is Hawk Eye (ex British, now Sony) The other is 
Goal Ref (Denmark – German). Hawk Eye uses cameras. Goal Ref uses a chip in the ball. The decision in 
both cases is made by a computer and not  by an umpire. The International Association has 4 votes 
(England, Ireland, Wales, Scotland – as the founders of soccer) and 4 FIFA votes. A decision is expected in 
Ukraine on 2 July. But who pays for its installation throughout Britain, etc? It will also control the timing 
(final whistle) of a game.  

ENJOY Chelsea vs Bayern Munich; and Chelsea vs Liverpool in the FA Cup/ 

Consider the song by Nat King Cole  & the song Valencia by Mario Lanza 
 

SMILE THOUGH YOUR HEART IS  ACHING   
SMILE EVEN THOUGH ITS BREAKING 
WHEN THERE ARE CLOUDS IN THE SKY 
YOU’LL GET BY 
IF YOU SMILE THROUGH YOUR FEAR AND SORROW 
SMILE & MAYBE TOMORROW 
YOU’LL SEE THE SUN COME SHINING  
THROUGH FOR YOU 
 
LIGHT UP YOUR FACE WITH GLADNESS 
HIDE EVERY TRACE OF SADNESS 
ALTHOUGH A TEAR MAY BE EVER SO NEAR 
THAT’S THE TIME YOU MUST KEEP ON TRYING 
SMILE, WHAT’S THE USE OF CYING? 
YOU’LL FIND THAT LIFE IS STILL WORTH WHILE 
IF YOU JUST SMILE. 
 
 
(Jono will sing this to Ashleigh & Stephen will sing 
it to Mommy) 

VALENCIA, IN MY DREAMS IT ALWAYS SEEMS 
I HEAR YOU SOFTLY CALL TO ME 
VALENCIA WHERE THE ORANGE TREES FOREVER 
SEND THE BREEZE BESIDE THE SEA 
 
VALENCIA IN MY ARMS I HOLD YOUR CHARMS 
BENEATH THE BLOSSOMS  HIGH ABOVE 
YOU LOVE ME, IN VALENCIA LONG AGO 
WE FOUND OUR PARADISE OF LOVE 
 
IN A MAGIC DREAM OF MEMORY 
I SEE YOU AGAIN 
IN THT OLD TOWN FAR AWAY 
BENEATH THE SKIES OF SPAIN 
THAT CITY OF PLENTY ROMANCES 
SO SHY WERE YOUR GLANCES 
 
AND SWIFTLY THE SUNSHINE THAT DANCES 
THROUGH THE ORANGE BROAD. 
(repeat 85 times) 
 

We’re here Because We’re here Because we’re here Because we’re here We’re here because we’re here 
Because we’re here, Because we’re here. CHORUS 
We’re here Because We’re here Because we’re here Because we’re here We’re here because we’re here 
Because we’re here, Because we’re here. SECOND VERSE 
We’re here Because We’re here Because we’re here Because we’re here We’re here because we’re here 
Because we’re here, Because we’re here  ENCORE      FINALE    

 



 


